1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Tandem mass spectrometry is a widely used technique for proteomics data analysis, which includes sequencing and identification of peptides and proteins. In this approach, the proteins are digested by protease, and the peptides are subjected to precursor mass scans (MS1) to isolate the precursor. Tandem MS fragments the selected precursor ion from MS1 into smaller ions. Widely used methods for dissociating peptides along the peptide backbone in tandem MS include collision-induced dissociation (CID), and high-energy CID (HCD) generates predominantly b- and y-ions, the electron capture dissociation and electron transfer dissociation (ETD) generate predominantly c- and z--ions corresponding to N-terminal and C-terminal fragment ions, respectively. The mass to charge ratio and intensities of the fragment ions are recorded in the tandem mass spectrum.^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ The mass of the fragment ions for any peptide is predictable, hence theoretical mass spectra can be constructed from the peptide sequence. The similarity-based peptide-identification method usually predicts the theoretical spectrum based on the sequence of a peptide and then compares it with the experimental spectrum.^[@ref3]^ The predicted theoretical spectrum must be sufficiently similar to the experimental spectrum, for the accurate identification of peptides.

Peptide spectrum search algorithms such as SEQUEST^[@ref3]^ and MASCOT^[@ref4]^ identify the peptides by matching the experimental spectra with the predicted theoretical spectra of the candidate peptides available in the peptide sequence database. Many of such algorithms assign fixed theoretical intensities to the matched ions regardless of the sequences of the peptides, thus neglecting the intensity information contained in the experimental spectrum. The protein identification algorithm, SeQuence IDentfication (SQID), made use of intensity information obtained from the statistical analysis. It was shown that incorporating the fragment ion probabilities between amino acid pairs in the scoring algorithms would increase the peptide-identification rate.^[@ref5]^ For many peptides, only some dominant peaks of fragment ions appear in the spectrum. The methods that are used to calculate the probabilistic score based on these assumptions may cause error in peptide spectrum match (PSM) ranking. Thus, the investigation of peptide-fragmentation patterns and prediction of accurate theoretical spectra of the peptide is an essential step in the peptide-identification algorithm.

Extensive research has been done to understand the relationship between the fragment ion intensities and the fragmentation pathway.^[@ref6]−[@ref8]^ Based on the mobile proton hypothesis,^[@ref8]^ a kinetic model was developed by Zhang^[@ref9]^ to predict the low-energy CID spectra from sequences. This is based on the fragmentation pathway and the rate of dissociation. Zhou et al.^[@ref10]^ used a machine-learning technique, such as the Bayesian neural network approach, to find the features that potentially influence the peptide fragmentation and the subsequent intensity pattern of the fragmentation spectra. The PeptideART^[@ref11]^ tool predicts the theoretical spectrum by learning the probability of the occurrence of each peak using a shallow feed-forward neural network. PepNOVO predicts the intensity ranks instead of relative intensities using learning-to-rank algorithms.^[@ref12]^ Many such models are often specific to their training data and need to be retrained for specific laboratory conditions. These algorithms further require improvement in the perfect prediction of the spectrum for boosting the accuracy for identification of the peptides. The method based on the decision tree model and the hidden markov model was employed to predict the intensity of fragment ions.^[@ref13]−[@ref15]^ Furthermore, more advanced technologies like the deep neural network architecture were also implemented to predict the tandem mass spectrum of peptides.^[@ref16]^ The decision tree model and deep learning requires a vast amount of data and requires a computationally demanding training process. Accurate prediction of the theoretical spectra can enhance the identification of peptides.^[@ref5],[@ref17]^ However, the peptide-fragmentation behavior is a complex process and the fragmentation pattern also has dependency on the sequence of the peptide, charge state, and residue content^[@ref18],[@ref19]^ causing difficulty in the accurate prediction of the tandem mass spectra.

The current study exploits the information from the vast amount of the PSM mass spectral data collected over the recent years for improved prediction of the tandem mass spectra. In our previously reported study of the CID fragmentation pattern,^[@ref20],[@ref21]^ a large number of spectra with known sequences were analyzed, based on the cleavage position along the peptide backbone and pairwise amino acid at the cleavage site. The relative frequency of the occurrence of the fragment ion peaks was recorded based on the cleavage position and the residue pair at the fragmentation site. The results have verified the presence of the residue-specific cleavage preferences known earlier and have found new residual and positional cleavage preferences of the CID fragmentation pattern. In this work, the intensity of the fragment ion for a particular residue pair at a specific position along the length of the peptide is checked to be consistent with its statistical value of relative frequency of occurrence of the fragment ion peak. This approach has been followed in the current study to predict the tandem mass spectra of the peptide. The approach is analogous to the manual process of analyzing the tandem mass spectra by looking for known fragmentation motifs using the statistical information gathered. In order to measure the accuracy of the predicted spectra, the dot product is used to measure the similarity between the predicted theoretical spectra and the experimental spectra. The study also compared the new method with the existing tools like OpenMS_Simulator,^[@ref17]^ MS2PIP,^[@ref22]^ and MS2PBPI^[@ref15]^ tool based on the similarity score.

2. Method {#sec2}
=========

2.1. Datasets {#sec2.1}
-------------

The dataset 1 used to extract the frequency of occurrence of fragment ion peaks is collected from the NIST peptide spectral library. The library contains tandem mass spectra with known sequences. Also, each spectral peak is annotated with fragment ion labels b, y, and a---ions along with isotopic and neutral loss labels. The main intention of this collection is to demonstrate the utility of peptide ion fragmentation libraries, for the development of peptide-identifying applications.^[@ref23]^ Out of 340,357 ion trap CID tandem mass spectra available in the human peptide spectral library in NIST, 131,601 ion trap CID tandem mass spectra consist of 87,661 mass spectra of doubly charged tryptic peptides, 14787 singly charged tryptic peptide, and 29153 triply charged tryptic peptides with no missed cleavage and of length 6--21 residues are used as dataset 1 for this study. Dataset 1 is used for training and extracting the frequency matrix, and datasets 2 & 3 are used for evaluating the performance of the new method.

The dataset 2 is collected from the spectral library of the ProteomeTool project (<http://www.proteometools.org/>).^[@ref24]^ The spectral library contains the high-quality reference MS/MS spectra of synthetic peptides of the human proteome. From the spectral library, 11,122 ion trap CID spectra consist of 292, 5830, and 5000 distinct singly, doubly, and triply charged tryptic peptides, respectively, which are not available in dataset 1 and are randomly selected.

The dataset 3 is extracted from the Standard Protein Mix Database collected by Institute of System Biology, from a mixture of 18 purified proteins using Thermo Finnigan ESI-ITMS.^[@ref25]^ 8622 ion trap CID spectra identified using search engines, SEQUEST, and X!Tandem,^[@ref26],[@ref27]^ with the validation score of peptide prophet probability \> 0.99, are selected for this study. Dataset consists of 865, 5840, and 1917 singly, doubly, and triply charged precursor tandem mass spectra, respectively.

2.2. Methodology for Prediction and Validation of the Tandem Mass Spectra {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The fragmentation pattern of the ion trap CID spectra was efficiently studied from the NIST reference spectral dataset. Using the statistical analysis method, the relative frequency of occurrence of fragment ion peaks with respect to the position of the cleavage site, and with respect to the residue pair of these sites, was calculated.^[@ref20]^ The current study showed that the relative frequency information obtained can be directly used to predict the tandem mass spectra of the given peptide. A simple sequence-based method is used here to predict the spectrum with high accuracy. The spectrum prediction using frequency information has the following steps:

Step 1: Generate the relative frequency table: the relative frequency of the occurrence of fragment ions calculated from the dataset using [eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}([@ref21])where "t" represents the ion type, b-, a-, and y-ions. "rp" represents the residue pair at the cleavage site, and "p" represents the location of the fragmentation site along the length of the peptide or the number of residues present in the fragment ion. *n* ⊆ {peaks of (b-ion, bi, b + 18, b-17, b-18, b-34, b-35, b-36, b-44, b-45, b-46) when t = b-ion, peaks of (y-ion, yi, y-17, y-18, y-35, y-36, y-44, y-45, y-46) when t = y-ion-type peaks of (a-ion) when t = a-ion type }. *C*~*n*,rp,p~^t^ denotes the number of times each peak occurred in each position, corresponding to each amide bond residue pair at the fragmentation site calculated from the spectra. *N*~rp,p~^t^ denotes the number of times each amide bond residue pair is observed in each position calculated from the peptide sequence.^[@ref21]^ The relative frequency information provides the extent of occurrence of fragmentation and the generation of the neutral loss fragment ion on both N- and C- terminal sides of the amino acid residue in each position along the peptide length.

The frequency matrices for each of the b-ion, y-ion, and a-ion were created. The rows of the matrix contain residue pairs at the cleavage site. The columns of the matrix contain the position of the cleavage of fragment ions and their neutral loss peaks along the length of the peptide. The study focuses on tryptic peptides without any missed cleavages. Therefore, 362 possible residue pairs fill the rows of the matrix.^[@ref20],[@ref21]^ The maximum length of the peptide selected for this study is 21. Therefore, there are 20 possible cleavage sites along the length of the peptide. For the b-ion, there are 11 possible peaks considered, such as b-ion, bi, b + 18, b-17, b-18, b-34, b-35, b-36, b-44, b-45, and b-46 which create 11 × 20 columns in the b-ion frequency table. For the y-ion, 9 possible peaks were considered such as y-ion, yi, y-17, y-18, y-35, y-36, y-44, y-45, and y-46, which create 9 × 20 columns in the y-ion frequency table. The a-ion matrix has 20 columns for each position along the peptide length. The matrix is filled with frequency information *F*~*n*~^t^(rp, p) obtained using [eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

Step 2: Generate the tandem mass spectra of the given peptide: for the given peptide, the mass of the fragment ion produced by the CID fragmentation pattern is predictable. Hence, the theoretical mass spectra can be constructed from the peptide sequence. The mass of the fragment ions b-, y-, and a- and their neutral loss peaks are calculated along the length of the peptide. To those masses of the fragment ions of the peptide are assigned the corresponding frequency values obtained from the relative frequency table. The frequency values of the fragment ion saved in the frequency matrix form the intensity of the peaks in the predicted tandem mass spectrum.

Step 3: Correlating the predicted spectra with the experimental spectra: experimental spectrum is preprocessed using a two-step procedure. First, all peaks related to parent mass are removed. That is, the precursor mass peaks and their corresponding neutral loss peaks are removed. Next, the experimental spectral peak intensities are transformed into the natural logarithmic scale. The predicted spectrum and the experimental spectrum are converted into vectors, where the *m*/*z* (mass/charge) ratio forms the index of the vector. The maximum value of the intensity or frequency within that mass index tolerance is taken as the value of the vector. Intensity forms the values of the vector in the experimental spectral vector and relative frequency forms the values of the vector in the predicted spectrum vector. The dot product is used as an efficient method for spectral matching.^[@ref28]^

The correlation of the predicted spectra with the experimental spectra is found using [eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}.where *I*~E~ denotes the intensity of the ions in the experimental spectra, *F*~T~ denotes the corresponding frequency value of the fragment ion assigned in the theoretical predicted spectra.

3. Results and Discussion {#sec3}
=========================

Our previous study shows the detailed study of the CID fragmentation pattern and the influence of the position and residue-specific cleavage preferences of CID fragmentation using the frequency values calculated from the large set of ion trap CID spectrum.^[@ref21]^ In the present work, it is shown that the frequency values can be directly used to predict the theoretical spectrum. Because the mass of the fragment ion produced by the CID fragmentation pattern is predictable, the *m*/*z* value of the peaks of the theoretical mass spectra can be constructed from the peptide sequence. The frequency of occurrence of fragment ion values is used as the intensity of the theoretical predicted mass spectrum of a peptide, as mentioned in step 2 above. This is a very simplified and efficient method for predicting the tandem mass spectrum. The spectrum with these frequency values as intensity is shown to have a high correlation with the experimental spectrum. For example, the experimental and predicted spectra of the peptide "AHLWTYK" are shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

![Experimental and predicted spectra of the peptide "AHLWTYK": the *x*-axis represents *m*/*z*, and the *y*-axis represents the relative abundance of the fragment ions. The upper portion shows the experimental spectrum with the *y*-axis represented as the normalized value of the natural logarithm of the intensity of fragment ions. The lower portion represents the predicted spectrum with the *y*-axis representing the normalized value of the frequency values of fragment ions.](ao9b03935_0001){#fig1}

The experimental spectrum of peptide "AHLWTYK" shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} is the high-quality spectrum with fragment ions annotated. The spectrum is extracted from the proteome spectral library. From [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, it can be seen that all the fragment ion peaks annotated in the experimental spectrum are also obtained in the predicted spectra with a similar magnitude of relative abundance. The fragment ion peaks corresponding to b-, a-, and y-, their isotopic peak, and their neutral loss fragments are also seen in the new theoretical spectrum. It is also noted that the correlation score between the two spectral vectors is 0.92. Hence, the new frequency-based method reliably predicts the spectrum of a given peptide and is highly correlated with the natural logarithmic transformed intensity of the experimental spectrum. A tandem mass spectrum usually has some dominant peaks with high intensity, and other informative peaks with much less intensity. The dominant peaks always diminish the information from less-intensity peaks and these factors add error to the intensity-based methods. By considering the frequency of occurrence of the fragment ion peaks, the intensity dominance can be reduced producing all the informative peaks in the spectrum. This provides how frequently a fragment ion occurs in the experimental spectrum related to the amino acids at the cleavage site and the position of the fragmentation site. The results shown in this study elucidate that fragment ion peaks in the predicted spectrum with the relative frequency values have a strong correlation with the log-transformed intensity of the peaks in the experimental spectrum.

Using the new frequency-based method, the 11,122 high-quality reference peptide spectra in dataset 2 and 8622 spectra in dataset 3 are evaluated, and the correlation scores are calculated. Distribution of correlation scores between the experimental and predicted spectra obtained for two datasets 2 and 3 are shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a,b, respectively. [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a shows that for the high-quality reference spectra in dataset 2 extracted from proteomics DB, 99.73% predicted spectra have a correlation score greater than 0.8. For the dataset 3 having 8622 tandem mass spectra from the ISB protein mix database, 87.94% of the predicted spectra have a correlation score greater than 0.8.

![Distribution of correlation values: distribution of correlation scores of the predicted spectra of multi charged peptides, with respect to the experimental spectra in the datasets 2 & 3 are shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a,b, respectively. The x-axis shows the correlation score, and the *y*-axis shows the number of spectra. (a) Dataset 2: proteome DB spectral library, (b) dataset 3: ISB protein mix.](ao9b03935_0002){#fig2}

The predicted theoretical spectra of singly, doubly, and triply charged tryptic peptides have a strong match with the reference spectra in the proteome library and also have good correlation with the realtime experimental spectra in the ISB protein mix database. The correlation scores are confined to the higher values. Hence, the new frequency-based method can be reliably used to predict the tandem mass spectra of the peptide. Because the frequency values are directly used as the intensity of the predicted spectrum, it is proved that the frequency of occurrence of fragment ions is consistent with the log-transformed intensity of the experimental spectrum for the dataset tested in this study.

3.1. Comparison with the Existing Methods {#sec3.1}
-----------------------------------------

The new frequency-based method is compared with the existing methods---OpenMS_Simulator, MS2PIP, and MS2PBPI. OpenMS_Simulator^[@ref17]^ is based on the mobile proton peptide-fragmentation model. It supports the prediction of the CID spectrum from doubly charged peptides. The decision tree model is implemented in MS2PBPI,^[@ref17]^ and MS2PIP^[@ref14],[@ref22]^ is based on stochastic gradient boosting tree regression and random forest regression model, respectively. The theoretical tandem MS spectra are predicted using these methods for the peptides in dataset 2 and dataset 3. The correlation score using [eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} is calculated between the experimental spectra and the theoretical spectra for peptides in dataset 2 and 3.

Distribution of the correlation scores obtained for the high-quality reference peptide spectra in dataset 2 with respect to the predicted spectra and the percentage of the peptide spectra having a correlation score greater than a threshold, obtained using the new frequency-based method, OpenMS_Simulator, MS2PIP, and MS2PBPI, are plotted in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a,b and values are tabulated in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}(i--iii) shows the same plots for singly, doubly, and triply charged peptides. In the case of a singly charged peptide spectrum, the novel frequency-based approach has predicted 99.66% of the spectra with a correlation score greater than 0.8, while the existing methods MS2PIP and MS2PBPI could predict only 88.35 and 93.15% of the spectra, respectively, with the same threshold. In the case of the doubly charged peptide spectrum, the frequency-based approach has predicted 100% of the spectra with a correlation threshold of 0.8, while the existing methods OpenMS_Simulator, MS2PIP, and MS2PBPI predicted only 84.8, 95.95, and 94.47% of the spectra, respectively. For the triply charged peptide spectrum, the frequency-based approach has predicted 99.42% of the spectra with a correlation threshold of 0.8, while the existing methods MS2PIP and MS2PBPI could only predict 73.72 and 75.3% of the spectra, respectively, with the same threshold.

![Correlation score distribution of the existing methods---OpenMS_Simulator, MS2PIP, MS2PBPI, and the new frequency-based method for dataset 2 and the percentage of spectral count with correlation score \> *x* for charge 1, 2, and 3 peptides are shown in 3(i--iii), respectively.](ao9b03935_0003){#fig3}

###### Percentage of Spectral Counts for Different Correlation Scores Obtained Using the Frequency-Based Method and Existing Methods---OpenMS_Simulator, MS2PIP, and MS2PBPI

              percentage of spectral count having correlation score \> *x*                                                                                                 
  ----------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ----------- --------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------
  \>0.9       89.04                                                          72.60       76.37       94.38     83.8        75.23       68.63       30.52       45.76       52.98
  \>0.85      98.63                                                          82.19       88.36       99.58     92.14       89.53       78.75       85.28       62.44       66.96
  **\>0.8**   **99.66**                                                      **88.36**   **93.15**   **100**   **95.95**   **94.47**   **84.80**   **99.42**   **73.72**   **75.3**
  \>0.75      100.00                                                         93.84       94.86                 97.53       96.91       88.44       100         82.38       81.72
  \>0.7                                                                      95.89       96.58                 98.38       98.16       91.37                   88.5        85.92
  \>0.65                                                                     97.60       97.95                 99.05       99.1        93.72                   92.06       89.04
  \>0.6                                                                      98.29       98.29                 99.39       99.33       94.97                   94.86       91.64
  \>0.55                                                                     98.97       98.97                 99.57       99.55       96.00                   96.62       93.56

Distribution graph of correlation scores obtained while correlating the predicted theoretical spectra, obtained using the new frequency-based method and existing methods, with the experimental spectra in the dataset 3, the ISB protein mix database is shown [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a. The percentage of the spectral count obtained with a correlation score greater than a threshold is also shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b, and it is tabulated in [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}. [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}(i--iii) shows the same plots for singly, doubly, and triply charged peptides. For the singly charged peptide spectrum, the frequency-based approach has predicted 95.72% of the spectra with a correlation score greater than 0.8, while the existing methods MS2PIP and MS2PBPI predicted 82.66 and 92.14% of the spectra, respectively, with a correlation score greater than 0.8. In the case of the doubly charged peptide spectrum, the frequency-based approach has predicted 95.39% of the spectra with a correlation score greater than 0.8, while the existing methods OpenMS_Simulator, MS2PIP, and MS2PBPI predicted only 72.59, 80.34, and 86.06% of the spectra, respectively, with the same threshold. In the case of the triply charged peptide spectrum, the frequency-based approach has predicted 61.76% of the spectra with a correlation score greater than 0.8. While the existing methods MS2PIP and MS2PBPI predicted 56.85 and 52.63% of the spectra, respectively, with a correlation score greater than 0.8. Reducing the correlation threshold to 0.7, triply charged peptide spectrum has predicted 97.96, 79.65, and 67.34% of the spectra, using the new frequency-based method, MS2PIP, and MS2PBPI, respectively.

![Correlation score distribution of existing methods OpenMS_Simulator, MS2PIP, MS2PBPI, and the new frequency-based methods---for datset 3 and the percentage of spectral counts having correlation score \> *x* for charge 1, 2, 3 peptides is shown in 4(i--iii), respectively.](ao9b03935_0004){#fig4}

###### Percentage of the Spectral Count for Different Correlation Scores Obtained Using the Frequency-Based Method and Existing Methods---OpenMS_Simulator, MS2PIP, and MS2PBPI

               percentage of spectral count having correlation score \> *x*                                                                                                   
  ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------
  \>0.9        27.86                                                          59.31       77.92       27.03       67.07       62.69       58.13       1.04        28.79       22.69
  \>0.85       84.97                                                          75.38       87.51       78.85       74.57       78.96       67.55       20.24       44.39       39.33
  **\> 0.8**   **95.72**                                                      **82.66**   **92.14**   **95.39**   **80.34**   **86.06**   **72.59**   **61.76**   **56.86**   **52.63**
  **\>0.75**   **98.84**                                                      **86.47**   **96.42**   **99.12**   **83.51**   **90.75**   **76.46**   **91.29**   **65.94**   **60.93**
  \>0.7        99.88                                                          88.90       98.15       99.76       85.89       92.69       80.34       97.97       79.66       67.34
  \>0.65       100.00                                                         89.36       98.84       99.94       87.91       94.35       83.48       99.27       83.83       73.24
  \>0.6                                                                       90.64       99.54       100.00      89.61       96.15       84.91       99.79       87.06       77.99
  \>0.55                                                                      92.72       99.54                   91.32       97.36       86.44       100.00      89.15       82.26

The analysis shows that the novel frequency-based method predicted the spectrum of all peptides in the dataset with a strong correlation with the reference spectrum in the library, compared to other existing methods OpenMS_Simulator, MS2PIP, and MS2PBPI. Even though the existing methods have efficiently predicted a number of peptide spectra with a correlation threshold \> 0.85; there are many predicted peptide spectra with much less similarity score compared with those of the spectra in the database. In the case of triply charged peptides, even though there is a slight shift in the correlation score to a lower value (0.75) for the new proposed method, the percentage of spectral count is much higher than those of the existing methods. The correlation scores of peptides obtained for new frequency-based methods are confined within the higher end of the correlation distribution graph, while the other methods have some scores spread to the lower correlation score. Thus, the new method has predicted the spectra with reliable match, than the existing methods OpenMS_Simulator, MS2PIP, and MS2PBPI. The correlation score distribution substantiates that the new frequency-based method has a higher accuracy in predicting the CID MS/MS spectrum of the tryptic peptides considered in this study.

4. Conclusion {#sec4}
=============

A simple sequence-based method was developed and implemented to predict the theoretical tandem mass spectra of tryptic peptides. The theoretical spectrum was derived from the estimated relative cleavage frequency for each pair of adjacent amino acids along the peptide length. These rates were derived from a collection of reliably identified peptide spectra from the NIST library. The new method predicted the theoretical spectrum with a higher accuracy. The study showed that the relative cleavage frequency can be directly used to predict the intensity of the theoretical spectrum of the peptide. The predicted spectra show high correlation with the experimental spectra used in this study. 99.73% of the high-quality reference spectra have correlation scores greater than 0.8 whereas the existing methods like MS2PIP and MS2PBPI have only 85.76 and 85.80% of the spectral count, respectively. The existing method OpenMS_Simulator supports only doubly charged peptides and predicted 84.80% of the spectral count with a correlation score greater than 0.8. The correlation scores obtained using the new frequency-based method are confined to higher values. The study shows that the new method predicts the theoretical spectrum and correlates significantly better with the experimental spectrum as compared to the existing spectrum prediction tool methods OpenMS_Simulator, MS2PIP, and MS2PBPI. Because the predicted spectra have a high correlation with the experimental spectrum, more reliable confirmation of the peptide sequence can be obtained. The current study focuses on the prediction of the ion trap CID spectra of singly, doubly, and triply charged tryptic peptides. The method can be further extended to suit HCD, ETD spectra, and support multicharged peptides in future studies. For implementing this, a frequency matrix has to be created for each dissociation pattern and requires enough training data having possible fragment ions and residue pairs along the length of the peptide.
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